°Build team work within an
organization
°Strengthen ties with clients and
vendors
°Provide a fun way to engage
employees and volunteers
°Recruit new employees, clients
and vendors
The Spaceflight exhibit gives guest the
opportunity to fly a rocket plane and to compete
with each other as individuals or as teams. It
provides a fun and relaxing atmosphere where
business can be conducted, relationships built
and people connect. No other venue gives you the
ability to bring spaceflight to your location.

About Orbital Commerce Project
Orbital Commerce Project, Inc. is dedicated to enabling
the commercial human spaceflight industry through
promotion, investment, acquisition and creation of new
technologies, processes, personnel and corporations.
OCP is currently engaged is building Black Sky Training, a
premier Commercial Human Spaceflight trainer for flight
crew and spaceflight participants.
By using the Spaceflight exhibit for corporate events and
team building, OCP brings awareness to the public about
the new Commercial Human Spaceflight industry while
providing a valuable service to the business community.
Fun, exciting and informative are all aspects of the
spaceflight exhibit and the provide services.
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TEAM BUILDING

CORPORATE EVENT

The OCP/BST Spaceflight exhibit provides a unique
opportunity for the advancement of team cohesion in a fun
environment. Teams will compete using the Rocket
Powered Aircraft simulators to score points and achieve a
team victory. Prior flying experience is not needed, nor will
it be of any great advantage to the competitors. OCP
personnel will conduct two briefings which will provide the
basic information needed to fly the rocket planes.

The OCP/BST Spaceflight exhibit provides a different,
interesting and fun way to entertain and engage VIPs,
prospective clients or even a fun day for employees. It
allows people to try something new and unique in a
relaxed atmosphere, creating an opportunity for people to
get to know each other.
The outside portion of the exhibit, under the awning, can
be setup with refreshments and food or as a congregation
point. The LCD monitors can be used to show videos
provided by you are or OCP supplied content. For a more
intimate environment the monitors can be turned off with
only music playing in the background.

The exercise is constructed so that a group that works as a
team has a tremendous advantage in winning the
competition. To win a team must:
°Identify the strength and weaknesses of each
team member
°Develop a winning strategy
°Be operationally flexible
°Effectively communicate with each other
°Objectively observe the other teams
Teams can be as small as two or as large as six people. All
teams will receive the same two briefings on the operation
of the rocket powered aircraft and have the same number
of flights per person. The team score is a combination of
the highest altitude achieved by any one team member
multiplied by the number of safe landings of all team
members.
Several options are available for this type of event:
°Half or full day operation
°Briefing one, the "stick briefing" can be given
company wide at the same time of as individual
groups
°The "stick briefing" can be given the day before
the event and include a presentation on the
Commercial Human Spaceflight industry

The OCP staff will provide the training necessary for each
attendee to fly the Rocket Powered simulators in a fun and
entertaining fashion.

EXHIBIT
The simulators are full size cockpits with functional
instrumentation and six foot screens for out-of-cockpit
views. The simulation is somewhat simplified for the
average non-pilot in that there is no rudder control, trim
tabs, fire suppression system or fuel dump switches.
However, experts such as Dick Rutan have stated that it
still accurately reproduces how a rocket powered aircraft,
such as XCOR's EZ-Rocket, flies.
The exhibit is completely mobile and self contained
allowing it to operate just about anywhere. Power is
provided by a 15,000 watt generator producing a noise
level comparable to a commercial lawn mower (the noise
can be dampened and directed toward a designated
area).Tthe exhibit can fit into an area 30' x 20'
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°Employee fun day/evening
°VIP entertaining
°Employee recruitment
°Client appreciation
°A draw at a convention or sales event

